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We consider a Hamiltonian of three degrees of freedom and a family of
periodic orbits with a transition from stability to complex instability� such
that there is an irrational collision of the Floquet mulipliers of opposite sign

We analyze the local dynamics and the bifurcation phenomena linked to this
transition
 We study the resulting Hamiltonian Hopf�like bifurcation from
an analytical point of view by means of normal forms
 The existence of a
bifurcating family of �D tori is derived and both cases �direct and inverse
bifurcation� are described
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�� INTRODUCTION

Let us consider a Hamiltonian with three degrees of freedom and a fam�
ily of periodic orbits with a transition from stability to complex instability�
That is� we assume there is a periodic orbit for which two pairs of charac�
teristic multipliers collide on the unit circle at an irrational point �i�e� the
multipliers are �� �� � � �� ��� � ��� and � � exp�i��� � � 	�� with �
irrational�� From now on we call such orbit a critical periodic orbit with

irrational collision �CPO��
Actually� complex instability is a typical phenomenon of periodic orbits

in Hamiltonian systems with three or more degrees of freedom� and several
papers have been devoted to describe it� From a numerical point of view�
some studies have been done both for 
D symplectic mappings �see �
��
�� and ����� and for some particular applications in celestial and galactic
dynamics context �see for example ���� ���� ����� ��
�� ���� and ���� �and
references therein��

�
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Concerning analytical studies� Van der Meer ����� described the orig�
inally called Hamiltonian Hopf bifurcation� Such bifurcation refers to a
Hamiltonian with two degrees of freedom having a family of equilibrium
points with a transition from stability to complex instability and bifurcat�
ing periodic orbits� When a Hamiltonian with three degrees of freedom and
a critical periodic orbit with irrational collision are considered� a Hopf�like
bifurcation takes place but with bifurcating 	�dimensional invariant tori�
see ���� where the author uses the Hamiltonian itself but with a previous
isoenergetic reduction and a normal form up to order six� and ���� where
they consider a nonlinear 
D symplectic map� and use the normal form
derived in �	� in order to simplify the map� We remark that the theory for
the existence and stability of periodic orbits in the unfolding of a rational
collision is analyzed in ����
Our contribution in this paper is to present a constructive method �that

can be implemented numerically� from a practical point of view� to compute
the normal form around a critical periodic orbit with irrational collision�
up to an arbitrary high order� The truncated normal form allows to obtain
a good approximation of the relevant invariant objects �periodic orbits� 	D
and �D tori and invariant manifolds� that describe the dynamics close to
the critical orbit�
Finally we remark that� along this paper� we will focus our attention on

giving the main ideas about this problem and we refer the interested reader
to ��	� for the details and proofs�

�� FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM AND

METHODOLOGY

Let H��� with � � ��	 
�� be a real three degree of freedom analytic
Hamiltonian� with its associated Hamiltonian system

�� � J�rH ��� 	 ���

where J� is the matrix of the standard canonical 	�form of R� and �� �
d��dt� We assume that this Hamiltonian system has a non degenerate
family of periodic orbits with a transition from stability to complex insta�
bility� that is� there exists a CPO� we denote its period by T� � 	���� and
by �� ��� a 	��periodic parametrization of this critical orbit�
Our analytical approach is twofold� on one hand� we compute the �for�

mal� normal form� around the critical periodic orbit� up to an arbitrarily
high order� For this computation� we carry out the following process�

� We change the system of coordinates to a suitable one� by means of a
symplectic transformation�
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� we apply a canonical Floquet transformation to reduce the normal
variational equations of the orbit to constant coe�cients�

� we complexify the Hamiltonian�

� we describe how to compute� in a some tricky and constructive way�
the normal form�

On the other hand� we deal with the truncated normal form itself and
the di�erential equations associated to it �we call them truncated ODE��
in order to describe the dynamics near the transition� More precisely�

� we derive the existence of two families of invariant 	D tori which bi�
furcate from the critical orbit�

� we identify the coe�cient that determines the unfolding type and the
stability of the bifurcating 	D�tori� We obtain again a classical Hopf bifur�
cation� stable 	D�tori for the direct case and unstable bifurcating 	D�tori
for the inverse case�

� We describe the evolution of the 	D�tori when varying the two integrals
of the truncated ODE�

In the following section we present the explicit version of these results�

�� NORMAL FORM PROCESS

���� The Jordan structure of the monodromy matrix

Let us consider the critical periodic orbit �CPO� of period T�� the 	�
parametrization �� ��� and and the monodromy matrix �fundamental solu�
tion �after one period� of the variational di�erential system� M��	��� Its
Jordan normal form will have a double eigenvalue equal to � forming a non�
trivial Jordan block �in the generic non degenerate sense�� and two double
complex eigenvalues � �� ��� ��� � �� again in a two nontrivial blocks�
Thus we have the following

Proposition �� �i� There exists a symplectic complex basis fu�	 u�	 v�	 v�	
w�	 w�g� with respect to the canonical ��form� such that

��

M��	��j�u��u��v��v��w��w��
�

�
BBBBBB�

� a
� �

� �
� �

��� �
���� ���

�
CCCCCCA

�	�
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��If we de�ne

B �

�
BBBB�

i e��T�
�

T�

� i e��T�

�i e��T� �

� �

T�
�i e��T�

�
CCCCA 	 ���

with � � e�ie���T� � i �
p��� then B veri�es M��	��j�v��v��w��w��

� eBT� �
i� e� B is the Floquet matrix of the normal variational equations�

�ii� Let us de�ne

v�� �
v� � w�p

	
	 v�� �

v� � w�p
	i

	 w�� �
v� � w�p

	
	 w�� �

v� � w�p
	i

� �
�

Then we have that fu�	 u�	 v�� 	 v�� 	 w�� 	 w��g is a symplectic real basis that
reduces M��	�� to its �real Jordan� normal form

M��	��j�u����v�����w����� �

�
BBBBBB�

� a
� �

cos e�� sin e�� cos e�� sin e��
� sin e�� cos e�� � sin e�� cos e��

� � cos e�� sin e��
� � � sin e�� cos e��

�
CCCCCCA
����

Moreover� in this basis the matrix B becomes�

B �

�
BBBB�

� e��
T�

�

T�
�

� e��
T�

� � �

T�

� � � e��
T�

� � � e��
T�

�

�
CCCCA � ���

���� The quadratic part of the Hamiltonian in the adapted

coordinates

Before starting the normal form process� it is convenient to perform some
canonical changes of coordinates in order to have a suitable expression of
the quadratic terms of the Hamiltonian� So� we assume that we can intro�
duce a suitable system of canonical coordinates ����� in order to translate
the CPO to the origin� This adapted system of coordinates has to con�
tain an angular variable � to parametrize the whole periodic orbit� and its
canonical conjugate variable I �that parametrizes the family of periodic
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orbits�� Moreover� we have to introduce other four Cartesian coordinates
to describe the normal behavior of the orbit� As we have shown in the pre�
vious section� these normal coordinates can be chosen �real or complex� in
such a way that the normal variational equations of the orbit are reduced
to a constant coe�cient system with matrix B� Let us remark that as it
has been done in ���� these coordinates can be found explicitly� in some
cases� in a practical implementation of this normal form methodology�
We denote by �q	 p� � �q�	 q�	 p�	 p�� the complex normal variables intro�

duced before� and we use the following notation� given an analytic function
f ��	 q�	 q�	 I	 p�	 p��� we expand it as

f ��	 q�	 q�	 I	 p�	 p�� �
X

l�m��m��n��n�

fl�m��m��n��n����I
lqm�

� qm�

� pn�� pn�� 	

with l	m�	m�	 n�	 n� � N and where fl�m��m��n��n�
��� are analytic and 	�

functions� that may also be expanded as

fl�m��m��n��n�
��� �

X
k�Z

fl�m��m��n��n��k exp�ik��

We also introduce the following de�nition of degree for a given monomial
fl�m��m��n��n����I

lqm�

� qm�

� pn�� pn�� �

deg�I lqm�

� qm�

� pn�� pn�� � � 	l�m� �m� � n� � n�	

we have that� in the ��	 q	 I	 p� variables ��q	 p� suitably scaled�� the quadratic
part of the Hamiltonian takes the form�

H���	 q�	 q�	 I	 p�	 p�� � ��I � i�� �q�p� � q�p�� � q�p�	 ���

where �� � e���T� and the CPO is given by I � �� q � p � ��
If in equation ��� we use the real Floquet variables �x�	 x�	 y�	 y��� ob�

tained from the change of basis given in �
�� then the quadratic part of the
Hamiltonian becomes

H���	 x�	 x�	 I	 p�	 p�� � ��I � �� �x�y� � x�y�� �
�

	

�
y�� � y��

�
	 ��

where the variables �x�	 x�	 y�	 y�� are related with the complex ones� �q�	 q�	 p�	 p��
by

q� �
x� � ix�p

	
	 q� �

y� � iy�p
	

	 p� �
y� � iy�p

	
	 p� � �x� � ix�p

	
	 ���

relations which follow immediately from �
�� In particular�

�q� � �p�	 �p� � q�	 �q� � p�	 �p� � �q��
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The symmetries above imply that if we consider the following expansion of
the Hamiltonian�

H ��	 q�	 q�	 I	 p�	 p�� �
X

l�m��m��n��n��k

hl�m��m��n��n��ke
ik�I lqm�

�
qm�

�
pn�
�
pn�
�
	

then we have the following symmetries coming from the complexi�cation

�hl�m��m��n��n��k � ����m��n� hl�n��n��m��m���k	

where the bar stands for complex conjugation�

�� NORMAL FORM AT HIGHER ORDER

The Hamiltonian with the quadratic part given by ��� is suitable to
start the normal form process� Actually we carry out this process up to
any �high� order� This computation is based on the following

Proposition �� Let us assume that the frequencies �� and �� are ra�
tionally independendent� that is� � � k � k��� � k��� �� �� for all k��
k� � Z � f�g	 then the �formal� normal form � of the Hamiltonian H� in
the complex variables introduced in the last section� takes the form

���	 q	 I	 p� � ��I � i�� �q�p� � q�p�� � q�p� �N �I	 q�p�	 i �q�p� � q�p��� 	

����

where N �A	B	C� is a real formal power series in the variables �A	B	C�
which begins with terms of second degree�

Proof� The proof of this proposition uses the Lie series method to
remove in an increasing order the �non�resonant terms� of the Hamiltonian�
The sketch of the proof consists of the following process�
�� The homological equation to be solved in any step of the normal form

process takes the form�

fH�	 Gg�R � N	 ����

where R contains the terms to be removed �of a given degree s� by a suitable
G� while N stands for the non�removable terms�
�� If F is a monomial like F � al�m�n�ke

ik�I lqm�

� qm�

� pn�� pn�� � then

LH�
F �� �fH�	 Fg �

�
�m��m��n��n��k �m�

q�
q�
� n�

p�
p�

�
F	 ��	�

where we have de�ned

�m�n�k � �m��m��n��n��k �� i��k � i�� �m� �m� � n� � n�� � ����
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As in addition� the frequencies �� and �� are rationally independent� it
can be shown that the necessary conditions for a monomial to be resonant
are

k � � and ��m�n�� � �� m� �m� � n� � n�� � ��
�

By discussing the structure of the equation ����� we can see that if the
above resonance conditions are not ful�lled by the monomial F� one can
remove the corresponding term in the homological equations giving the
adequate value to the coe�cients al�m�n�k of the generating function G�
�� By a more careful analysis of the algebraic structure of equation �����

one can see that the possible non�removable terms in the normal form are
the ones given by

f �
X
l�M

X
��m��n��M

fl�m��M�m��M�n��n�I
lqm�

� qM�m�

� pM�n�
� pn�� � ����

Introducing the new variables�

X � q�p�	 Y � q�p�	
Q � i �q�p� � q�p�� 	 P � �q�p� � q�p��

�
����

�note that X � Y � Q and P are real variables�� it can be proved �see ��	�
for details� that the terms in ���� which cannot be removed� written in the
variables ���� are

X
l�M

MX
n��

gl�n�M�nI
lXnQM�n	 ����

with gl�n�M�n � R� Thus� the normal form is a formal power series in the
variables I � q�p� and i �q�p� � q�p��� with real coe�cients�

�� THE RESONANT NORMAL FORM

As stated in proposition 	 the resonant normal form around the critical
periodic orbit is given by ���� whereN �A	B	C� is a real formal power series
expansion� beginning at degree 	 with respect to �A	B	C�� Nevertheless�
in what follows we will discuss the properties of N as if it were a real
analytic function� de�ned around A � B � C � �� In fact� if Diophantine
conditions are assumed� this is so if N is truncated at some �nite order� as
usual in practical computations involving normal forms�
In order to simplify the Hamiltonian equations associated to �� we will

introduce the following system of canonical coordinates �r	 pr	 	 p��� given
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by

q� �
p
r exp �i�	

q� �
p
r exp �i�pr � exp �i�

	i
p
r

p�	

p� �
p
r exp ��i�pr � exp ��i�

	i
p
r

p�	

p� � �pr exp ��i�	

where  � S�� and where we remark that r � �� pr and p� are real
variables� We can write them as�

r � �q�p�	
pr �

q�p� � q�p�
	r

	

p� � i�q�p� � q�p���

The expression of � in these new coordinates becomes �we denote it by �
again�

���	 	 r	 I	 p�	 pr� � ��I � ��p� � rp�r �
p��

r

�N �I	�r	 p���

The corresponding Hamiltonian equations are�

�� � �� � ��N �I	�r	 p��	
� � �� �

p�
	r

� ��N �I	�r	 p��	
�r � 	rpr	
�I � �	

�p� � �	

�pr � �p�r �
p��

r�

� ��N �I	�r	 p���

We have that I and p� are �rst integrals of the di�erential equations
associated to the resonant normal form� Hence� by taking �xed values of
I � I� and p� � p��� we can reduce the � to a one degree�of�freedom
Hamiltonian system� given by

���r	 pr� � rp�r �
�p���

�


r
�N �I�	�r	 p����

We can compute�
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�i� 	�dimensional tori of � as �xed points of ���
�ii� ��dimensional tori of � as periodic orbits of ���
We will focus our attention on the 	�D tori of ��� The equilibrium points

of such reduced system are given by pr � �� and r as a solution of

�p���
�


r�
� ��N �I�	�r	 p��� � �� ���

In order to parametrize the solutions of ���� we introduce a new �depen�
dent� variable N de�ned as

N � ��N �I	�r	 p���

and from equation ��� we have to restrict N 	 � and r 
 �� Thus� we
can parametrize the solutions of ��� as

p�� �r	N� � �	rp�N	 ����

p�r �r	N� � �	

N � ��N �I��r	N�	�r	�	rp�N�	 �	��

where I� as function of �r	N� are obtained from the implicit function
theorem if we assume that

����N ��	 �	 �� �� ��

Remark 
� It seems as if we had two di�erent families of �xed points of
�� from �	��� and hence� two di�erent families of �bifurcated� 	�dimensional
tori from �� but we remark that when we put N � �� then I��r	 �� �
I��r	 ��� In fact the sign � is only associated to the choice of the sign of
p� in �����

Finally� the frequencies of the quasi�periodic motion on the 	�dimensional
tori computed are given by

�� � ��� � �� � ��N �I��r	N�	�r	�	rp�N�	

� � ��� � �� �
p�N � ��N �I��r	N�	�r	�	rp�N��
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p  > 0  0

0

I  < 00

I  < 00

I  = 0

I  > 00

0

Stable tori

ϕ

p  > 0  
ϕ

N

r

FIG� �� Direct case� The stable tori unfold on the unstable
side� The hyperbolas obtained from ���� and ���� show families
of �D tori with a �xed value of p� 	 p	

�
�p	
�
� � in this plot�


whereas each �vertical� curve corresponds to a �xed I 	 I	�
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�� UNFOLDING AND STABILITY OF THE BIFURCATED

��DIMENSIONAL TORI

The eigenvalues of the linearized system of �� around the equilibrium
points computed before are�

�
q

N � 	r����N �I��r	N�	�r	�	rp�N��

so two cases have to be distinguished�
� If ����N ��	 �	 �� � �� then the eigenvalues are purely imaginary for small
values of r 
 � and N 	 �� both not simultaneously zero �case of a direct
bifurcation��
� If ����N ��	 �	 �� � �� then we have a transition from stability to instability
characterized by�


N � 	r����N �I��r	N�	�r	�	rp�N� � �	

�case of an inverse bifurcation�� This expression allows to write r as func�
tion of N �

r � r��N�	 with r���� � ��

Both cases are illustrated in �gures � and 	� The plots therein are ob�
tained taking only the terms of degree two in N �fourth order in the Hamil�
tonian�� In both �gures� the vertical axis corresponds to p� � � �stable tori
in the direct bifurcation and unstable in the inverse case�� and the horizon�
tal axis contains the periodic orbits� r � � �stable if I � � and unstable if
I � ��

Remark �� Of course� the dynamics described in the last two sections
corresponds to the dynamics of the truncated normal form� that is with
N �I	�r	 p�� as a polynomial of �nite �arbitrarily high� degreee� Actually
the Hamiltonian consists of this truncated normal form plus a remainder�
Bounds on this remainder as well as the existence of the bifurcated 	D�tori
�in Cantor sets� for the complete �non�integrable� Hamiltonian wil be the
purpose of a future paper ���	���
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FIG� �� Inverse case� The unstable tori unfold on the stable
side� The curves represent families of �Dtori for di�erent values
of p� 	 p	

�
�p	
�
� � in this plot� and I 	 I	� The �transversal

line� separates the unstable an stable tori region�
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